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ABSTRACT
Information leakage and memory disclosure are major threats to the security in modern computer systems. If an attacker is able to obtain the binary-code of an application, it is possible to reverse-engineer the source-code, uncover vulnerabilities, craft exploits, and patch together code-segments to produce code-reuse attacks. These issues are particularly concerning when the application is an operating system because they open the door to privilege-escalation and exploitation techniques that provide kernel-level access. This paper describes ExOShim: a 325-line, lightweight “shim” layer, using Intel’s commodity virtualization features, that prevents memory disclosures by rendering all kernel code execute-only. This technology, when combined with non-deterministic refresh and load-time diversity, prevents disclosure of kernel code on time-scales that facilitate kernel-level exploit development. The proof-of-concept prototype described here has been demonstrated on a 64-bit microkernel. It is evaluated using metrics that quantify its code size and complexity, associated run-time performance costs, and its effectiveness in thwarting information leakage. ExOShim provides complete execute-only protection for kernel code at a runtime-performance overhead of only 0.86%. The concepts are general and can also be applied to render application code execute-only.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection – Access Control.

General Terms
Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Memory disclosures in modern computer systems provide attackers a valuable method of discovering vulnerabilities. These same disclosures enable an attacker to reverse-engineer the source code and eventually craft zero-day exploits. Often, these exploits are realized as code-reuse attacks such as Return-Oriented Programming (ROP). Information leakage from the kernel is of particular concern because a compromised kernel gives an adversary access to all system resources. To mitigate this threat, ExOShim enables hardware-enforced execute-only memory access control primitives on all kernel code pages. This eliminates the capability of an attacker to dynamically disassemble kernel code stored in memory. The specific threat model that ExOShim aims to disrupt is described below.

1.1 Threat Model
ExOShim is intended to operate as part of a defense in depth strategy to increase attacker workload and mitigate Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). The associated threat model is illustrated in Figure 1. An attacker may take several coordinated steps including surveillance to determine if a vulnerability exists [32], use of an appropriate exploit or other access method [32], privilege escalation [12], removing exploit artifacts, and hiding behavior [23]. Surveillance may involve obtaining a copy of the binary code and using reverse engineering [14,15] or fuzzing [20] to facilitate a broad range of attack vectors including but not limited to return oriented programming [9]. The implant then persists for a time sufficient enough to carry out some malicious effect, obtain useful information, or propagate intrusion to other systems.

Unlike the time to execute an exploit, the time spent in surveillance and persistence may range from minutes to months or even years depending upon the intended effect. Moreover, the presence of an intrusion may never be detected by network defenses but instead may be recognized only indirectly due to either a deviation from expected behavior, or may be derived from other sources.

ExOShim increases attacker workload in this model in three specific ways. First, it makes privilege escalation more challenging by inhibiting the attacker’s efforts to locate a vulnerability in the kernel. Subsequently, it inhibits patching the kernel with an implant. Finally, even if the kernel is compromised, ExOShim hampers the ability to extract the kernel binary for reverse-engineering.

Figure 1. ExOShim Threat Model
2. BACKGROUND

A variety of techniques have been proposed to mitigate memory disclosure using code randomization. A minimal level of entropy is required to protect against brute-force attacks [43]. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [46] was an early version of this concept intended to defeat return-to-libc [42] and ROP [7,8,40]. Unfortunately, ASLR only requires the attacker to discover base addresses to craft a re-usable exploit. A variety of alternative methods have subsequently been introduced. These include randomization at development time [2,21], compile time [24,26,27,28,29,30,31], load time [5,28,30,48] and run time [13,28]. In general, these techniques serve to ensure that no two running instances of the same binary code contain the same exploitable address, which throttles vulnerability amplification and continually invalidates surveillance [30,38].

Just-In-Time ROP (JIT-ROP) improves upon ROP by dynamically locating kernel memory code gadgets [6]. In the presence of a memory disclosure, JIT-ROP bypasses the protections offered by many software diversification techniques [11]. Direct memory disclosure also allows an attacker to begin the process of dynamically reverse engineering the operating system binary code [7,36,37].

Direct memory disclosures can be eliminated if kernel code is marked execute-only as in MULTICS. Intel’s 32-bit virtual memory mechanism provided execute-only access control primitivies with segmentation [47]. Unfortunately, although more flexible in many ways, the current Intel virtual memory model, based on paging, does not support execute-only memory protection [25]. While side channel attacks have been developed to exploit this fact [17], these too can be mitigated through execute-only protection of code.

2.1 The Kernel and Virtual Memory

Although modules might be added or removed at runtime and virtual addresses to kernel functionality may change, kernel code is generally loaded once and only once. As a result, after initial bootstrapping, its location in physical memory does not change. The kernel therefore represents high-value target that, when coupled with its persistent nature, makes it an important resource to protect.

In general, the kernel provides applications with an interface to the hardware; every application needs to access the functionality of the kernel in order to run on the processor. In most modern operating systems the kernel is mapped directly into the address space of every process. The virtual memory abstraction allows for each of these “instances” of the kernel to resolve to a single copy of the kernel binary, stored in physical memory. On modern Intel 64-bit processors, the virtual memory abstraction is achieved by traversing a 4-level deep page table [25] as shown in Figure 2.

The entries in this paging structure contain bits that describe the permissions required to access all memory associated with the entry. These bits include a no-execute (NX) bit, a supervisor bit (U/S) and a write bit (R/W). Unfortunately, read permissions are implied as long as the privilege level requirement is satisfied. This means that although the virtual memory abstraction does provide some access control primitives it is not possible to directly mark memory as execute-only in the page tables.

2.2 Virtualization and the EPT

Intel’s virtualization extensions (VT-x), provided in modern commodity processors, allow a hypervisor to abstractly represent the hardware environment. This is most commonly used to allow multiple operating systems to operate concurrently on a single processor.

Extended Page Tables (EPTs) are part of the hardware abstraction provided by virtualization. These tables provide a similar abstraction to the virtual memory abstraction discussed previously, with one major difference: while the kernel’s page tables translate from virtual to physical addresses, the hypervisor’s EPT translates from guest physical to real physical addresses. When virtualized, the kernel’s page tables resolve to a physical address that is valid in the virtualized image of memory. The EPT is a hardware-enforced link between the virtualized interface to system memory and the actual system memory.

There are a few other differences between the EPT and the normal page table that are relevant. EPT entries provide unique read (R), write (W) and execute (X) bits that are enforced by hardware [25]. This makes it possible to mark pages directly as execute-only. Additionally, the EPT entries can only be managed by a hypervisor, not by a kernel. If an attacker compromises the kernel, the normal virtual memory abstraction cannot provide any security; however, the attacker would have to compromise the hypervisor in order to manipulate the EPT.

![Figure 2. x86 Virtual Memory Translation](image)

3. OVERVIEW

ExOS is a lightweight hypervisor that reclaims the MULTICS-style hardware-enforced execute-only memory protection using modern Intel virtualization technologies. It was designed as a “shim” that can be inserted beneath a running kernel [16]. A conscious effort was made to minimize its size to open the door for formal reasonning [33] and reduce the likelihood of introducing vulnerabilities [39]. The on demand insertion process allows ExOS to enable execute-only memory for a running system using Extended Page Tables (EPTs).

3.1 Assumptions

ExOS assumes that a trusted boot process is undertaken by the operating system it will be deployed on [35]. The security
implications associated with the race to call VMXON [41] are well known and must be addressed within the trusted boot process. ExOShim currently assumes that it is the only hypervisor on the system [18] and makes no attempt to verify the absence of another hypervisor. The requirement that data sections in the kernel ELF binary are readable mandates that attention be paid during the compilation, linking, and loading of the kernel to distinguish between code and data. Upon the completion of the loading process, it is assumed that no code section will share any page in memory with a data section.

3.2 ExOShim

The design of ExOShim is illustrated in Figure 3. Recall that the “shim” exists only to provide full access control to physical memory. In particular it exists to enforce execute-only protection on all kernel code pages.

ExOShim builds an identity map associated with all of physical memory using the EPT structure. In other words, the output from the translation process is identical to the input for all possible inputs. However, for kernel code pages only, both the R and W bits are cleared and only the X bit is asserted. This will cause a fault on any read or write access to the physical memory on which the kernel code resides. Most other mappings are marked with the most liberal permissions, allowing the kernel to enforce further protections using the normal paging mechanism. Pages used by ExOShim itself are marked in a unique fashion that is discussed in Section 4.2.

In order for ExOShim to build the correct EPT structure, it must have access to the addresses where kernel code is loaded. This would be a challenge if ExOShim were booted onto the hardware first, initialized itself, and then allowed the kernel to bootstrap itself in the virtualized environment it creates. Although this is the conventional way to think about virtualization, this method requires that ExOShim initialize its EPT without knowing where the kernel will eventually load code. Unfortunately, detecting which pages hold kernel code from a hypervisor is a non-trivial forensics task. Instead ExOShim uses a method developed by Embleton et al [16] that allows a hypervisor to install itself under a running kernel.

During bootstrapping, the kernel creates a single user-level ExOShim process. When scheduled, this process builds an appropriate EPT and queries the kernel to locate where its code has been loaded. After this initialization, it turns on the virtualization features of the Intel processor and launches a virtual machine whose state matches the state of the kernel prior to scheduling the ExOShim process. The result is that the kernel continues execution as a virtual machine but with the protections enforced by the underlying EPT.

If compromised, ExOShim would provide a dangerous security hole. For this reason, ExOShim is implemented in a manner that ensures it cannot be reconfigured or turned off. Intel’s virtualization extensions allow a hypervisor to respond to events in the guest. However, ExOShim explicitly prevents any event eligible to be handled by the kernel from triggering an exit to the hypervisor. Additionally, any event that must trap to the hypervisor (such as a violation of the EPT permissions) results in an immediate assumption of compromise of the kernel. Depending on the goals of the system, this could trigger a reboot, a halt, a logging feature, or any number of other responses. It explicitly does not, however, return control to the kernel. In other

![Figure 3. ExOShim Overview](image)
words, ExOShim does not take any input from the kernel and consequently presents a hardened target without a viable attack vector.

Although it does not accept input of any kind from the kernel after initialization, ExOShim also enforces additional protection measures. When a kernel is booted on top of a hypervisor, it is presented, at initialization time, with a modified image of system memory that does not include the hypervisor code and data. Since ExOShim is loaded only after the kernel has already been initialized, it exists in memory that has already been observed by the kernel. As such, the kernel could alter the memory used by ExOShim after initialization. To mitigate this vulnerability, ExOShim marks all pages containing its own code or data as non-readable, non-writeable, and non-executable in the EPT. Thereby ensuring that access to ExOShim code or data is denied. Memory marked as completely untouchable in the EPT includes: the ExOShim initialization and error handling code, the ExOShim’s call stack, structures necessary for initializing the virtual machine context, memory on which the EPT is stored, and the paging structures of the ExOShim kernel process. Any attempt to read, write, or execute any memory related to ExOShim after its initialization will be denied.

Obviously, the protections on memory exerted by ExOShim could be used to deny service to the kernel. However, any memory accessed that would cause ExOShim to be invoked already implies a dangerous security flaw in the operating system: For example, under normal operation, the kernel should not be reading its own code. Another method that ExOShim could be invoked is via an attempt to access the memory being used by ExOShim itself. Since the kernel initializes the ExOShim process, all memory used by ExOShim is marked as “taken” in the kernels bookkeeping. Therefore, there is no scenario in which normal operation of the system would result in ExOShim detecting a violation of its own access control primitives. In other words, any scenario in which ExOShim is invoked is a clear sign of compromise, and service ought to be denied to the kernel in the interests of security.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Since ExOShim is an operating system feature that utilizes virtualization, its implementation will by highly dependent on the kernel and processor on which it is used. However, all implementations must tackle the same core tasks: providing a context in which the ExOShim initialization routine is to execute, building an EPT structure, enabling virtualization, and resuming kernel execution.

4.1 Providing ExOShim a Context

ExOShim does not require special consideration by the kernel beyond that required by any other process. All that is required is that it executes with supervisor privileges and in a unique virtual address space.

In order to use the Intel virtualization instructions without causing faults, the processor must be operating in ring 0, privileged mode. This could be accomplished by loading ExOShim as a binary but allowing it special privileges beyond a typical user-space process. Some operating systems provide the notion of a kernel module to accomplish this type of task. Alternatively, ExOShim could be implemented directly in the kernel. As long as the ExOShim functionality is not located on pages shared by other memory (as stated in the assumptions in Section 3.1) and a unique virtual address space is created before jumping to the ExOShim initialization routine, it can be compiled into the kernel. For the proof-of-concept prototype described by this paper, all ExOShim functionality was compiled into the kernel directly.

It is important to understand why it is necessary to provide a unique virtual address space for ExOShim. Some functionality must be provided to handle an event in which a memory access breaks the primitives of ExOShim. This functionality is invoked by hardware in the event of an EPT violation. A set of page tables provide access to this functionality through the virtual memory abstraction. A unique set of page tables for ExOShim allows for the frames of memory where these page tables are stored to be marked as non-readable, non-writeable, and non-executable in the EPT. This prohibits the kernel from manipulating the paging structures that will be used to find the fault-handling functionality if ExOShim is invoked.

4.2 Building the EPT

The Intel manuals clearly show how to format memory to build a four-level EPT. The task is simplified by the fact that ExOShim’s EPT is simply an identity map of all available physical memory. The kernel should therefore return the correct amount of physical memory when queried appropriately.

The challenge here for ExOShim is in determining the permissions to apply to each entry in the EPT. The default permissions are read, write, and execute. The most liberal permissions in the EPT allow for the kernel to continue with its own memory management and access control. Enabling caching by default is also important for performance reasons. However, there are three cases where the permissions will differ. These are kernel code frames, ExOShim frames, and volatile (uncacheable) frames.

4.2.1 Kernel Code Frames

As stated in the assumptions shown in Section 3.1, kernel code is loaded on frames of memory that contain only kernel code. Each such frame should be marked in the EPT as non-readable, non-writeable, but executable. This is the entire premise of ExOShim. The kernel must provide a mechanism with which ExOShim can locate all frames of memory that contain kernel code. In the case of the prototype described here, kernel code frames are identified by a unique configuration of a process’ page table; kernel code frames are marked as present, global (for caching purposes), executable, non-writeable, and supervisor-mode only. No frame on the system can be marked with these permissions and nor be a kernel code frame, and every kernel code frame is marked with these permissions. With access to a paging structure for any process into which the kernel is fully mapped, ExOShim can thereby infer which frames contain kernel code. Subsequently, ExOShim can mark all corresponding frames in the EPT as execute-only.

4.2.2 ExOShim Frames

ExOShim is designed so that an attacker cannot disable, modify, or hijack its protection mechanism after initialization – no matter how deeply the rest of the system is compromised. In order to achieve this, ExOShim does not take input after initialization time and, more importantly, marks all ExOShim memory as non-readable, non-writeable, and non-executable in the EPT.

Care is needed to thoroughly and systematically mark all memory needed by ExOShim with no permissions in the EPT. All of the frames supporting each of the following parts of ExOShim need to be protected in order to prevent an attacker from tampering with it.

4.2.3 Unique Virtual Address Space

Building an EPT requires that memory structures be used to find the fault-handling functionality if ExOShim is invoked. As such, it is critical to ensure that memory used by ExOShim is marked as completely untouchable in the EPT includes: the ExOShim initialization and error handling code, the ExOShim’s call stack, structures necessary for initializing the virtual machine context, memory on which the EPT is stored, and the paging structures of the ExOShim kernel process. Any attempt to read, write, or execute any memory related to ExOShim after its initialization will be denied.
• **ExOShim Code** – Preventing the kernel from accessing ExOShim code is possible only when all its code is loaded onto frames with no other data. This is not strictly necessary to prevent an attacker from compromising ExOShim: Having access to the code might allow an attacker to attempt to install a second virtualized monitor. However, since ExOShim has already been instantiated, this operation would fail and ExOShim would consequently enter its fault handling routine.

• **ExOShim Call Stack** – When a fault occurs and ExOShim is invoked, it needs a stack to operate. The address of this stack is loaded by the ExOShim initialization routine. If the stack were not protected, an attacker could store a ROP style payload on the stack, cause an ExOShim fault, and run arbitrary code without the protection offered by ExOShim. By disabling kernel access to the ExOShim stack using the EPT, this attack vector is closed to the attacker.

• **ExOShim Data** – There is certain data that ExOShim needs to maintain during its initialization routine. This includes the list of kernel, ExOShim, and uncacheable frames that need special handling and virtualization-specific structures as discussed in Section 4.3. If an adversary could tamper with this data, it would be possible to compromise the state of ExOShim. To prevent this, the data is marked as inaccessible in the EPT. However, this cannot be achieved if the data is stored in the kernel’s heap. In order to guarantee that no ExOShim data is stored in the heap, the prototype unmaps the heap from the ExOShim context on entry to its initialization routine. As a result, when ExOShim needs memory, it must use the underlying kernel memory management layer to request new frames. These are then marked appropriately in the EPT.

• **The EPT** – Perhaps the most important memory that the kernel must be prevented from accessing is the EPT tables themselves. These are simply frames of memory that the hardware traverses in order to uncover the permissions associated with a particular frame. If an attacker could modify these, it would be possible to disable or hijack ExOShim. Therefore, all frames used for the construction of the EPT structures must be marked in the EPT as untouchable. Any attempt to read, write, or execute any of the memory in the EPT structure will cause ExOShim to interrupt the kernel.

• **ExOShim Paging Structures** – Finally, the paging structures that define the ExOShim context itself must be set with null permissions in the EPT. When an EPT violation occurs, the hardware switches into the non-virtualized context of the ExOShim and directs control to the pre-defined fault handler. If the attacker could modify the page tables that define this context, it would be possible to disable or hijack ExOShim. Marking all of the paging structures that define ExOShim ensures that in the event of a fault, the code that is executed is exactly what was intended at initialization time.

4.2.3 **Uncacheable Frames**

The abundance of internal processor cache memory improves performance of all system tasks. The Memory Management Unit (MMU) manages what memory addresses are contained in and outside of the cache internal to the processor boundary. This is especially important when traversing the four level paging structures of the virtual memory or the EPT system. Having these structures internal to cache reduces page translation times for the MMU. However, there are certain system memory pages contained in these structures that must never be maintained in the cache. If these pages are cached, read operations may return stale or incorrect information about the state of the page. The particular pages that must be considered will vary on each kernel being protected. Those described here serve as a guide to the types of pages that must be considered. For ExOShim on the prototype kernel used in this paper, pages that must be marked uncacheable in the creation of the identity mapped EPT are concerned with the VGA driver,Interrupts, and Memory Registers associated with the Network Card.

The prototype kernel uses legacy Basic Input/Output System support for its VGA driver. This is a block of low memory, which when written into, determines what characters, color, and screen position to place information on the monitor. If this memory is cached, when the processor accesses the VGA memory, the MMU will not traverse the EPT, but access the internal cache. When the cache page is accessed the last character or configuration setting will be returned to the processor, which will result in an undefined opcode exception. When these pages are marked uncacheable the MMU traverses the EPT and is forced to go to external memory to find the latest information contained in that memory page.

For interrupt handling the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) and Input/Output APIC (IOAPIC) are used. The processor determines the type of interrupt that occurs by reading memory mapped registers on pages that are written to by these controllers. These pages refer to internal control logic rather than memory. However, when caching is enabled, just as in the VGA memory, the processor interprets these pages as actual memory. Thus, instead of fetching information internal to the processor the MMU attempts to access information contained on these pages, which results in a page fault. Disabling caching of these pages forces the processor to read its internal control structures, as the interrupt subsystem requires.

For the network card to perform Direct Memory Access (DMA), it also makes use of memory-mapped registers called Memory Mapped Input/Output (MMIO) registers. The network card reports to the PCI subsystem what virtual memory pages it requires for MMIO registers. The prototype kernel writes to these virtual memory pages to program the network card for DMA. However, for the network card to be aware of these changes it must poll these registers through the actual physical memory. However, if the pages are contained in the cache, the card will never receive updated programming from the kernel on how to perform DMA. Forcing the pages associated with MMIO registers to be uncacheable allows the network card to receive the necessary information for DMA.

4.3 **Starting Virtualization**

Virtualization as seen on modern systems is described in terms of Type-1 or Type-2 hypervisors. A Type-1 hypervisor runs directly on top of the hardware and acts as an abstraction layer between the guest and the hardware. Type-2 hypervisors run on top of an operating system and use system hooks into the operating system kernel to enable the running of guest operating systems. ExOShim is unique in that it must insert itself as a Type-1 hypervisor after the kernel has already started running. This, and the requirement to protect kernel memory, requires some special handling while enabling virtualization features.
4.3.1 Required Data Structures

Intel processors support a wide range of virtualization features and settings. The programming of these is accomplished through the Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS). To support any level of guest abstraction the VMCS contains over one hundred configurable fields. These fields can be subdivided into Execution Control, Exit Control, Entry Control, Host-state, Guest-State, and Exit Information fields. ExOShim programs the control fields with only those settings required to enable EPT and exit on catastrophic failure. It does not use Exit Information fields as they are populated on vmexit; ExOShim simply halts execution if a vmexit occurs. How ExOShim uses the Host-State (hypervisor) fields and the Guest-State fields requires more detailed consideration.

4.3.2 Host VMCS State

The Host-State fields in the VMCS define the context of the hypervisor when control is transferred from the guest to hypervisor during a vmexit. For ExOShim, they contain the information needed to run an exit handler upon hypervisor reentry. In a Type-1 hypervisor the CR registers, selectors, Descriptor Tables, and stack are setup by the hypervisor itself and then programed into the Host-State fields. ExOShim’s unique status “between” Type-1 and Type-2 is advantageous in this case. The kernel has already initialized these fields. Thus, they can be read from memory and loaded into the Host-State fields. There is only one unique Host-state field: the location of the exit handler to call when a vmexit occurs. This is a simple field to initialize, the address of the appropriate exit handler function is written directly into the appropriate Host-State field.

4.3.3 Guest VMCS State

Typically, this is the initial state needed by a kernel to begin operation. In this case, the kernel is already operating. Instead of launching another new kernel, the goal of ExOShim is to let the existing kernel resume as if ExOShim had never been initialized.

If ExOShim were a normal process, it would yield to the next process. This involves saving and suspending the kernel context of the yielding process, and restoring the context of the next process to be scheduled. ExOShim aims to emulate this procedure; the guest instruction pointer (RIP), stack pointer (RSP) and paging structures (CR3) are extracted from the next process’ saved state, accessed by invoking the kernel scheduler. By invoking the scheduler and setting the guest state to match that of the next process to run, ExOShim enables the kernel to carry on undisturbed when it launches the virtual machine.

Additional challenges associated with the Guest-State fields are the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and Task State Segment (TSS). Unlike the Host-State fields, the guest requires significant detail regarding the information contained in the GDT pertaining to access rights and segmentation. ExOShim must restore the state found in the kernel exactly. If a single bit in this field does not match the running guest state, the guest cannot resume operation. For Type-1 and Type-2 hypervisors the guest can populate these fields for the hypervisor. The nature of ExOShim’s insertion process makes this impossible. Fortunately, the GDT containing this information can be read from memory using Intel provided assembly code. From there it can be dissected and loaded into the necessary Guest-State fields. The TSS information for guest operation is contained at a set offset inside of the GDT.

4.3.4 Launching the VM (Resuming the Kernel)

To return operation to the kernel from ExOShim, a vmlaunch instruction must be executed to change the processors operating context. Upon execution of this instruction, the Transition Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is flushed to prevent accidental, or unauthorized, guest and hypervisor sharing. The processor then reads the data stored in the VMCS fields to ensure they are in a legal configuration. Upon passing these checks the processor then resumes operation of the guest context, which is the next process to be scheduled by the kernel.

From this point forward ExOShim will only run again in one of three cases: The first is an unlikely catastrophic failure in the guest’s interrupt system, which will cause a triple fault and vmexit. Without a hypervisor, the processor would hard freeze in this case. The second case occurs if the guest attempts to read or write a protected execute-only kernel code page. This will result in a vmexit associated with an EPT violation. Finally, if the guest attempts to read, write, or execute a protected ExOShim page; this will again result in a vmexit due to an EPT violation.

In the event that any of these conditions occur, the ExOShim vmexit handler is invoked. In the prototype, this routine executes a processor halt instruction immediately. However, the handler could also perform other actions such as restart the kernel from a known gold-standard or log the failure.

5. EVALUATION

In this section, the complexity of the ExOShim prototype is evaluated by counting its lines of code; it is well known that the number of vulnerabilities is directly proportional to lines of code [39]. The prototype’s performance is examined by comparing the cycles consumed by the processor on a standard test suite, running on the same kernel, both with and without ExOShim. Finally, a qualitative discussion of the threats that ExOShim seeks to combat explores the protections offered by the prototype.

5.1 Prototype Complexity

ExOShim is implemented in terms of only two functions: an initialization/installation function and the exit handler function. The initialization function requires some memory management code, a handful of routines to detect the 3 types of special memory by the EPT as discussed in Section 4.2, and initialization for the VMCS structure. All told, the initialization routine comprises 290 lines of code. The simple handler that deals with terminating execution if the kernel violates any of the EPT permissions sets forth adds only 35 lines of code. However, these routines rest upon kernel functions already present in the prototype 64-bit microkernel presented in [38]. As a point of comparison regarding the size of attack surface, the popular Xen hypervisor is approximately 150,000 LOC while ExOShim totals 325 LOC.

5.2 Performance

A performance benchmark suite packaged with [38] was run on a Dell OptiPlex 9010 workstation with 4 GB of RAM and an Intel core i7-3770k quad-core 3.5 GHz processor with an 8 MB cache. The test suite consists of a series of tests that exercise different parts of the kernel. This primarily consists of memory intensive queue, heap, hashmap, and inter-process communication tests. Network tests were not included in the test suite in order to eliminate non-deterministic network based latencies from hiding the effects of ExOShim on performance.
The memory-intensive test suite was run 425 times on the same machine – once with ExOShim installed and once without. In each instance of each test case, the clock cycles needed to complete all tests in the suite was recorded. The results of these tests are shown as boxplots in Figure 4. Note that the extreme outliers in Figure 4 hide detail from the boxplots; Figure 5 shows a closer view of the boxplots, hiding the extreme outliers.

The overall performance cost of ExOShim is estimated by comparing the average cycle count for a full test suite iteration without ExOShim to that with ExOShim. A summary of the test results can be found in Table 1, shown both with and without the outliers.

Table 1. Performance Benchmark Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>Without ExOShim</th>
<th>With ExOShim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outliers Included</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max ((x10^{10}))</td>
<td>4.492</td>
<td>20.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min ((x10^{10}))</td>
<td>3.686</td>
<td>3.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ((x10^{10}))</td>
<td>3.850</td>
<td>3.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Cost (%)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even with the outliers included there is only a 4.85% performance cost for using ExOShim to make the kernel code execute-only. However, the outliers appear both with and without ExOShim. Clearly, they represent an unanticipated artifact of the test suite or kernel. Without the outliers, the performance overhead drops to only 0.86%. This performance cost is a startling testament to modern caching technology. Without ExOShim, every memory access uses a 4-step page table translation mechanism (if not found in the TLB). With the EPT from ExOShim, however, each of those 4 steps must go through its own 4-step EPT walk. To accomplish this additional level of indirection with such little performance cost is truly impressive.

### 5.3 Security Implications

The security benefits of using ExOShim are clear: it substantially increases attacker workload. Without read permission on kernel code pages, traditional memory disclosure bugs at the kernel level are obsolete. This mitigates an entire range of information leakage-based attacks, including various forms of ROP. An execute-only kernel binary also inhibits most reverse engineering techniques, which rely on reading code.

Even with ExOShim, attackers can still learn some facts regarding the layout of the address space. For example, it is possible to read return addresses off of the stack and function pointers stored in data to learn about the location of code. This has been used to construct JIT-ROP attacks [13]. However, a system that employs fine-grained function and block level diversity [28] devalues this information. With thorough code randomization, an attacker must read the code in order to know exactly where gadgets are located; finding the entry point to a function is not sufficient.

An added security benefit of using ExOShim comes simply from turning on virtualization. The first entity to enable virtualization owns the processor [41]. Without a virtualized component, an operating system running on bare metal is vulnerable to VMM rootkits such as [16]. With ExOShim initialized, any attempt to install such a rootkit would invoke the ExOShim exception handler.

### 6. Future Work

The ExOShim prototype described and evaluated in this paper provides complete execute-only protection on all kernel code. However, there are many possible extensions of the current prototype that can be explored further.

The operating system used in this study consists of both a 64-bit hypervisor with an associated microkernel that share code extensively to reduce their attack surface [38]. The hypervisor is used to non-deterministically refresh the micro-kernel from a read-only gold-standard to deny persistence. Similarly, the micro-kernel non-deterministically refreshes user-space device drivers and services. Both the hypervisor and kernel employ compile-and-load-time diversity to ensure that at every refresh results in loading a unique binary, sharing no exploitable addresses with other instances of the same binary; recall that this serves to repeatedly throttle vulnerability amplification and invalidate surveillance over time. The current prototype of ExOShim replaces the hypervisor but still employs diversity in loading the kernel randomly across the entire virtual address space. Fortunately, Intel virtualization technology allows nested
virtualization. This would allow for the shim to initialize underneath the kernel, even if the kernel is already operating on top of another hypervisor. Support for this capability requires adding functionality to the underlying hypervisor, not to ExOShim.

Although the microkernel is a full 64-bit multicore implementation, ExOShim currently operates on a single core. To generalize the implementation will require initializing ExOShim once per core; each core must be virtualized independently. It would also be possible to place different permissions in the ExOShim EPTs with different cores assigned to specific tasks.

Currently, devices that support Direct Memory Access (DMA) are a known threat to the protection provided by ExOShim. These devices make memory requests without passing through the EPT translation provided by ExOShim. Intel’s VT-d virtualization extensions are designed to eliminate this problem by providing a table structure similar to the EPT that defines a translation mechanism through with these devices must pass. In fact, the same memory can be used for both the EPT and the VT-d tables. Therefore, ExOShim can eliminate the DMA threat by enabling and configuring VT-d’s DMA remapping functionality.

7. RELATED WORK
The idea of making machine operation instructions execute-only has become more active recently. The following subsections briefly introduce other state-of-the-art memory protections techniques and compare them with ExOShim.

7.1 Execute-Only-Memory
Similar concepts have been used in a variety of systems for protection of user code. For example, Readactor [11] is a kernel implementation that allows the administrator chose to mark user-space applications execute-only. ExOShim on the other hand, was specifically crafted with the goal of preventing ExOShim from being disabled or hijacked. Furthermore, ExOShim protects the operating system pages, not user-space applications.

Backes et al [3] have shown in Execute-no-Read (XnR) another way of achieving execute-only code pages. Though, unlike ExOShim it emulates execute-only paging. XnR uses a sliding window mechanism to keep the last n pages both readable and executable. All other pages are marked as non-present. Note that a page is readable while it is marked executable. Unfortunately, an attacker could craft an exploit once access is gained to the page. Once a gadget has been crafted, XnR could be tricked into jumping to malicious code pages and thus marking other pages as readable. ExOShim on the other hand, offers true execute-only memory enforced by the hardware. Utilizing Intel’s EPTs, a page is marked execute-only and not readable. This prevents an attacker from obtaining information about running the programs code.

7.2 Software Diversity
Cohen [10] introduced the notion of diversity in software. Later on, Forrest et al [19] showed that diversifying the stack can mitigate stack-smashing attacks. Address Space Layout Permutation [46] is an improvement to the aforementioned ASLR. Kanter et al [28,29,30] have shown several additional approaches, including block level diversity through source-to-source transformation, load-time diversity by dispersing functions over virtual memory, and function replication to masquerade execution paths.

Oxymoron [4], introduced by Backes and Nürnberger randomizes the code layout on a 4 kB page granularity. Note that ExOShim utilizes load-time diversity on a much more fine granular level. In fact, the ELF standard and its section alignment requirements impose the only constraint in the diversity implementation. Though, it ought to be mentioned that a 4 kB granularity allows to share the code page between multiple protected applications running on the same system. Once this granularity is crossed on the lower bound, no two applications must share one code page. Using an internally hidden table, Oxymoron attempts to jump between code pages through segmentation and inter-page calls.

Gionta et al [22] proposed HideM. Here, the concept of a Split Transaction Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is being used. By utilizing a Split-TLB, Gionta is able to direct instruction fetches and data reads to different physical memory locations. An instruction fetch is a legitimate operation, as well as a white listed data read of embedded constants. Used by PaX [46] previously to implement W@X (write XOR execute), it now will most likely not work on any modern hardware system since modern processors use unified second level TLBs.

Table 2. Comparison of Memory Protection Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevents Information Leakage</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persists through Kernel Compromise</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Comparison
Table 2 illustrates and contrasts key features of memory protection mechanisms. ExOShim makes two contributions to the area of memory disclosure prevention. Firstly, it targets kernel code rather than user-level applications. The kernel manages all processes, hardware, and other system resources. Hence, finding vulnerability in the kernel will directly impact the security and stability of the entire system. Thus, ExOShim explicitly targets prevention of kernel information leakage.

Furthermore, ExOShim is designed to persist despite any potential kernel compromise. ExOShim does not accept any input after its initialization and uses the EPT to protect all of its own code and data from any read, write, or execute access. As shown in table 2, Readactor, XnR, and HideM could all be hijacked or disabled in the event of a kernel compromise. Readactor provides an explicit
mechanism for the kernel to configure or disable its execute-only protections. XnR uses a page fault handler to implement its execute-only memory protections; the kernel can change the page fault handler at any time, completely bypassing XnR. HideM also relies on kernel cooperation to provide the memory protection it offers. It requires the kernel to “prime” the split-TLB with different images of memory in the read-case versus the execute-case. ExOShim distinguishes itself from these approaches by acting specifically to survive through kernel compromise.

ExOShim denies all direct memory disclosures at the kernel level and configures itself to persist through kernel compromise while incurring a performance cost of only 0.86%.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper presented ExOShim, a novel technique in which an operating system deploys a thin “shim” virtualization layer that uses Intel’s EPT hardware to provide execute-only protection to all kernel code. This prevents all direct memory disclosure scenarios. The attacker cannot read kernel code directly. Thus, an entire class of kernel-level attack vectors is denied by prohibiting the attacker from disassembling kernel code pages to find gadgets for any type of code reuse attack.

The method illustrated by ExOShim relies on kernel code being loaded onto unique pages. This can be performed at compile- or load-time, and can be combined with software diversity and randomization. When combined with function and block level diversity, even an indirect memory disclosure (such as reading a return address from the kernel stack) does not provide sufficient information to harvest gadgets. The ExOShim prototype discussed here operates in conjunction with compile- and load-time diversification techniques.

This work demonstrates that modern commodity hardware does support a hardware-enforced execute-only primitive that can be deployed to prevent kernel level exploits. It also shows that the flexibility of Intel’s virtualization technologies allows the shim layer to protect itself from being disabled or hijacked by an attacker.

The 325-line ExOShim prototype denies an entire class of common attacks at the kernel level while significantly increasing the workload associated with surveillance, reverse engineering, and exploit development. Due to caching technologies in modern Intel processors, the ExOShim prototype here was measured to introduce a performance cost of only 0.86%.
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